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a b s t r a c t 

Device-to-device (D2D) communication is one of the most promising innovations in the next-generation

wireless ecosystem, which improves the degrees of spatial reuse and creates novel social opportunities

for users in proximity. As standardization behind network-assisted D2D technology takes shape, it be- 

comes clear that security of direct connectivity is one of the key concerns on the way to its ultimate

user adoption. This is especially true when a personal user cluster (that is, a smartphone and associ- 

ated wearable devices) does not have a reliable connection to the cellular infrastructure. In this paper,

we propose a novel framework that embraces security of geographically proximate user clusters. More

specifically, we employ game-theoretic mechanisms for appropriate user clustering taking into account

both spatial and social notions of proximity. Further, our information security procedures implemented

on top of this clustering scheme enable continuous support for secure direct communication even in

case of unreliable/unavailable cellular connectivity. Explicitly incorporating the effects of user mobility,

we numerically evaluate the proposed framework by confirming that it has the potential to substantially

improve the resulting system-wide performance.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction and motivation

The numbers of devices connected to contemporary cellu-

ar networks have been increasing dramatically over the last

ecade [1] . To this end, the traffic load has also been growing

remendously, where the mobile data per smartphone and tablet is

xpected to reach 5 GB and 17 GB per month, respectively [2] . In

ddition to conventional human-generated data, a plethora of the

nternet of Things (IoT) devices connect to the network as well [3] .

his trend is likely to continue with the advent of smart wearable

evices, all of which become part of the next-generation (5G) wire-

ess ecosystem. 

Market predictions behind wearables are such that these tech-

ologies are expected to soon bring completely new commercial

pportunities. Recognizing this, Apple, Google, and Samsung are

lready on the technological edge in this field. However, small

usiness is also expected to take its part in the race for the fu-

ure of wearable computing. Meanwhile, the cellular systems of

oday are primarily focusing on their throughput optimization,
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hich does not seem to be the main concern for such devices as

mart watches and fitness trackers for which the quality of service

QoS) would require much further improvement over the following

ears [4] . 

Currently, communication technologies employed by most con-

emporary wearable devices are predominantly short-range. Ven-

ors prefer utilizing BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy), WiFi or even NFC

Near Field Communication) radios to enable wearables reach their

ser’s smartphone acting as the data aggregator, as it is demon-

trated in Fig. 1 . As it is expected that every second person with a

martphone would have at least one supplementary wearable de-

ice by 2020, the resulting network loads might increase signifi-

antly and lead to the degradation of QoS. Ultimately, distributed

nd uncoordinated wearable networks may just do to today’s wire-

ess technology what massive machine-type communication sce-

arios have already done to the cellular networks [5] . This aspect

equires a careful research consideration. 

In the near future, an increasing share of mobile traffic is

xpected to be produced by wearable applications and services

hat feature users in close proximity. In light of this, the reliance

n direct device-to-device (D2D) transmissions in forthcoming 5G

etworks may be regarded as a vital technology to relieve the

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.comnet.2016.03.013
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/comnet
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Fig. 1. Urban wearable communications scenario. 
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infrastructure-based cellular systems from this additional load. Ex-

isting short-range radio technologies may already be used to en-

able D2D connectivity by taking advantage of more efficient links

without the need for additional infrastructure deployment costs.

Therefore, D2D communication may be preferred whenever pos-

sible to offload wearable-generated traffic between the neighbor-

ing users and thus avoid the use of a more expensive cellular

resource [6] . To this end, D2D connectivity is becoming an ef-

fective enabler to reach the target QoS improvements as well

as mitigate cellular network congestion within the emerging 5G

ecosystem [7] . 

Broadly, attractive D2D technologies may be divided into two

general classes: sharing cellular licensed spectrum or using ded-

icated resources. The first case tends to be constrained from the

power and spectrum management point of view as well as is ex-

pensive to use [8] , while the second one suffers from uncontrolled

interference and offers no QoS guarantees due to the random ac-

cess behavior of e.g., IEEE 802.11 protocol stack. On the other hand,

WiFi provides higher data rates and energy efficiency than cellular

technologies [9–11] . Currently, WiFi is still expected to be the dom-

inant future D2D solution for user device connectivity and thus

support wearable aggregation nodes [12] . 

The range of potential wearable applications in 5G networks

is wide. Whenever the users are located in close proximity, they

would require respective discovery and identification. Here, D2D

connectivity helps disseminate users’ identification data to fa-

cilitate further direct interaction between their connected de-

vices [13] . Proximal connectivity can also assist in retrieving lost

connections or locating “familiar strangers” that share similar in-

terests, especially when supplied with relevant social knowledge.

On the other hand, collaborative content creation and sharing

empower proximate users to opportunistically download and ex-

change their desired content. Further, D2D-based wearable interac-

tion can assist people in physical proximity to engage jointly into

collective activities and communicate with each other’s wearable

devices with the emphasis on socialization and leisure. This cate-

gory also includes many location-based services. 

Importantly, D2D communications can also serve as a technol-

ogy component for providing public protection and disaster re-

lief (PPDR) as well as national security and public safety (NSPS)

services [14] . More generally, mission-critical services may require

very high reliability, ubiquitous coverage, and extremely low la-

tency (needed for e.g., PPDR) [15] . Proximity-based communica-

tion has the potential to take its place as an enabling technology
n this field [16] . However, effective implementation of this tech-

ology with the emphasis on user adoption aspects has to be pur-

ued [17] . Along these lines, information security issues should

lay the key role, especially given that wearable devices are not

nly transmitting but also storing personal data that should be

rocessed with due care [18] . 

Our main goal in this research is to study the novel hybrid cen-

ralized/distributed architectures that emerge in close relation to

earable devices. The underlying objective is to enable secure data

elivery for already communicating D2D users and their associ-

ted wearable devices even in the cases of unreliable cellular con-

ectivity [15] . The latter may become temporarily unavailable to

sers due to a variety of different factors, including user mobil-

ty, obstacles, etc. When connected to the centralized infrastruc-

ure, a group of relevant D2D users (e.g., those based on social

ies) can straightforwardly establish their own information secu-

ity rules with conventional methods. However, whenever cellular

onnection becomes unavailable (unreliable), our proposed frame-

ork empowers a certain number of user devices in this group to

dmit a new (previously unassociated) device or to exclude one of

he existing members from the group. Today, such group admis-

ion/exclusion can only be managed by the cellular network em-

loying its public key infrastructure, and our proposed protocols

xtend this functionality for the cases of partially unavailable cel-

ular connection (in tunnels, airplanes, elevators, etc.). 

The contributions of this work are as follows: we discuss our

ovel information security protocols for network-assisted D2D con-

ectivity utilizing social-aware cluster formation based on a game

heoretic approach. To this end, our framework maintains con-

ectivity even when cellular network connection becomes tem-

orarily unavailable. The proposed protocols are embedded into a

ierarchical network architecture, where the game theoretic meth-

ds are first used to decide upon the preferred user clusterization

y exploiting both spatial and social proximity of users. Then, the

ppropriate information security procedures take these clusters at

nput to enable secure data exchange within them as well as facil-

tate cluster joining and leaving procedures. Our numerical results

emonstrate that the use of cellular-assisted D2D technology pro-

ides substantial gains in terms of secure communication across a

umber of scenarios and mobility patterns. 

The rest of this text is organized as follows. The system

odel and the structure of the proposed framework are intro-

uced in Section 2 . Sections 3 and 4 discuss the game-theoretic

lusterization approach and the information security procedures,
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espectively. Numerical results are provided in Section 5 , followed

y a Conclusion. 

. Considered system model 

In our target scenario, we consider a set of wearable devices

nd each of these has a wireless connection via a certain radio

echnology to a more powerful aggregating device. Further, the

ser smartphone is assumed as the said aggregator that transmits

ata from wearable devices to the application server in the opera-

or’s network [19] . Practically, the mobile smartphone in question

ay have a number of radio interfaces, including short-range (e.g.,

LE, WiFi) and cellular (LTE). In addition, this device is assumed

o have a possibility to connect directly to another smartphone

ver a D2D link. In other words, we consider the second level of

bstraction—a type of an ad hoc network topology between user

obile phones. Finally, at the highest level of abstraction, there is

n infrastructure-based cellular network with all the smartphones

onnected to it. Detailed overview of the considered architecture

ay be found in [20] . 

We name a mobile smartphone with its associated wearable

evices as a body area network or a personal user cloud. To this

nd, user devices belonging to an individual person are assumed to

ll be trusted nodes. The data circulating between wearables may

hen be forwarded over the mobile phone’s cellular link to the op-

rator’s network and further on to the corresponding application

loud. However, we yield no restrictions on the specific locations

f users and some of them might end up being outside of cellular

overage. In case of unreliable cellular connection, the needed data

an be relayed by other proximate users, whereas the users them-

elves may move around according to a certain mobility model. It

s important to note that in the envisioned scenario the smart-

hone represents the bottleneck in providing connectivity to the

ody area network (or personal user cloud). The devices forming

he body area network typically have very short-range connectiv-

ty (e.g., BLE) and connect to the Internet through a gateway node,

uch as the user smartphone in our case. 

Let us then concentrate on an arbitrary collection of proximate

sers in our network (i.e., a cluster). Depending on its location,

here could be a number of special cases of interest, see Fig. 2 .

irst, the cluster could be fully under the coverage of a cellu-

ar base station (BS) and conventional information security proce-

ures may be employed to protect data transmitted over the cel-

ular connection to the infrastructure network. In more detail, the

rst case in Fig. 2 suggests that both security procedures and data

ows travel through the BS, while for the second case only se-

urity procedures are enabled by the BS (data are exchanged di-

ectly between smartphones). In the third case, both security pro-

edures and data flows utilize a direct link among users. Although

he proposed framework is designed to embrace all the discussed

se cases, the last of the three is of particular interest as it has not

een addressed comprehensively in past literature. Enabling prox-

mate users to not only communicate directly in a secure fashion,

ut also validate their data exchange as they leave and return un-

er the cellular coverage, is one of the main targets of our present

esearch. As a last possible case, the cluster could be fully outside

f the cellular network’s coverage. In this case, existing ad hoc spe-

ific solutions may be utilized to provide continuous secure con-

ectivity for users over their direct links. However, according to the

etwork-assisted D2D concept in beyond 4G systems, the manage-

ent of the direct link initialization, operation, and destruction is

rchestrated by the cellular infrastructure. 

Within our proposed framework, depending on the specific ap-

lication running on top of user personal networks, the resulting

lusters are based on two types of proximity-related parameters.

irst, there is spatial proximity of mobile users, which affects the
ptimal configuration of clusters with respect to wireless channel

uality criteria. Optimizing this metric across all the mobile de-

ices, we may improve the data rate performance of the system.

he other type of proximity is so-called social proximity of users. A

obile device can be aware of its previous contacts with other mo-

ile users, or alternatively this information can be obtained from

he contacts already stored on the smartphone. In what follows,

e show how this information can be efficiently exploited to im-

rove the performance of the security algorithm introduced later.

o this end, the initial clustering of nodes is conducted by utiliz-

ng game-theoretic approaches—a subset of classical optimization

heory—by efficiently exploiting both spatial and social notions of

roximity. 

Importantly, the proposed framework takes into account the ef-

ects of user mobility. The classical methods of optimization theory

onsider a snapshot of a network at a certain instant of time t and

hen aim at developing practical algorithms for the optimized sys-

em operation with respect to a certain metric of interest. Clearly,

uch an approach cannot directly incorporate the mobility of users

s it may cause significant deviations from the optimal solution

t some other time t + �t . However, enabling a particular mobil-

ty model and performing respective optimization at discrete in-

tants of time, we can implicitly capture the effects of mobility.

inally, the reason behind the use of game theoretic approaches in

ur mobile user environment is due to the complexity of keeping

rack of the past device behavior resulting from the high dynam-

cs in these networks [21] . In particular, coalitional game theory is

pplied to model the cooperative behavior among network devices

ocusing on the payoff groups of devices, rather than individual de-

ices, as discussed next. 

. Game-theoretic clustering procedure 

The selection of a preferred cluster configuration can be mod-

led as a non-transferable utility (NTU) coalitional game. A coali-

ional game is defined by the pair (N , V) , where N is the set of N

layers and V is a set valued function, such that for every coalition

 ⊆ N , V(S) is a closed convex subset of R 

|S| . It contains the pay-

ff vectors, which the players in S can achieve, where |S| is the

umber of members in coalition S . 

In our model, the players are user smartphones forming a clus-

er. The game is given in its characteristic form, as the achievable

tility within a coalition only depends on the players forming the

oalition and not on other players in the network. The objective for

he players is to maximize the value of the coalition that is defined

s the degree of geographical proximity and social relationship for

he formed cluster. Hence, the coalitional game is an NTU game,

ince this value cannot be arbitrarily apportioned among players.

e define V : S → R 

|S| , such that V(∅ ) = ∅ , and for any coalition

 ⊆ N � = ∅ it is a singleton set V(S) = { v (S) ∈ R 

|S| } , where each

lement of the vector v (S) is the value v i (S) associated with each

layer i ∈ S . The latter is defined as: 

 i (S ) = 

∑ |S| 
j=1 

s i, j · d i, j 

|S | , (1)

here s i , j → [0, 1] is an asymmetric function (i.e., s i , j � = s j , i ) mea-

uring the social relationship or the degree of friendship between

wo devices. In particular, s i , i is a measure of the willingness of a

evice to acquire the content over a D2D link from a “friend” in-

tead of directly downloading it from the cellular BS. The second

erm d i , j is a binary function taking the value of 0 whenever the

evices i and j are not in proximity, and the value of 1 otherwise

we set d i,i = 1 by construction). The result of the product of these

wo functions is averaged across the number of players in a given

oalition S, which always results in a value within the range [0, 1].
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Fig. 2. Available D2D system operation modes. 
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We can now also define the value v (S) associated with a coali-

tion S as the average spatial and social proximity strength of the

devices in a cluster: 

v (S) = 

∑ |S| 
i =1 

v i (S) 

|S| . (2)

In particular, a value v (S) = 1 is obtained when all the devices

are within mutual D2D coverage and have the maximum degree

of “friendship”, so that they are all willing to acquire their desired

content from a D2D partner. This seldom happens in larger coali-

tions, hence smaller independent coalitions are typically formed.

Consequently, our proposed approach is modeled after a coalition

formation game, with the aim of revealing the network’s coali-

tional structure. 

Coalition formation algorithm 

Here we assume that all the considered devices are rational and

autonomous, which substantiates the design of an iterative algo-

rithm to form the network coalition structure that improves both

spatial and social proximity of the formed clusters. With respect to

alternative scenarios illustrated in Fig. 2 , the coalition formation al-

gorithm may be implemented either in a centralized or a distributed

manner. In particular, for study case 2 represented in Fig. 2 , the al-

gorithm will be implemented by the BS (i.e., centralized approach),

whereas in study case 3 the involved devices implement the pro-

posed algorithm autonomously and then synchronize over time by

using the beaconing messages to obtain the up-to-date information

(i.e., distributed approach). Another alternative for this latter case

may become available when at least one of the involved devices

is under the network coverage. In such a case, the BS may still be

in charge of the solution implementation, whereas the node under

coverage acts as a signaling gateway to the other nodes. However,

this latter option may cause some additional signaling overhead. 

We define a collection of coalitions C as the set C = { C 1 , . . . , C k }
of mutually-disjoint coalitions C i ⊂ N , such that C i ∩ C i ′ = ∅ for i � =
 

′ . If a collection contains all players in N , i.e., 
⋃ k 

i =1 C i = N , then

he collection is named a partition � or coalition structure . Fur-

her, the set of all possible partitions of N has a total number of

 N , where B N is the N th Bell number [22] , and it grows exponen-

ially with the number of players N . Therefore, obtaining the opti-

al partition via exhaustive search across all possible partitions is

ot feasible, as it is an NP-complete problem [23] . An alternative

olution is to enable players to join or leave a coalition based on

ell-defined preferences. 

A preference operator � is defined as L = { L 1 , . . . , L l } and Q =
 

Q 1 , . . . , Q q } for comparing two collections that are essentially par-

itions of the same subset S ⊆ N , so that the same players are in-

olved into the two collections. We say that L � Q , if the way L
artitions S is preferred to the way Q partitions S . The underlying

riterion (i.e., the preference order) to be used for comparing two

artitions can either be coalition payoff orders or individual payoff

rders. In this paper, the preference order is defined according to

he utilitarian order, that is, according to the total value of a coali-

ion. Hence, we say that: 

 � Q ⇔ 

l ∑ 

i =1 

v (L i ) > 

q ∑ 

j=1 

v (Q j ) . (3)

The so-defined preference order is at the basis of two simple

ules for the coalition formation game resolution as follows. 

efinition 1 (Merge Rule) . Merge any collection of disjoint coali-

ions {C 1 , . . . , C k } if { ⋃ k 
i =1 C i } � {C 1 , . . . , C k } , thus {C 1 , . . . , C k } →

 

⋃ k 
i =1 C i } . 

efinition 2 (Split Rule) . Split any coalition { ⋃ k 
i =1 C i } if

C 1 , . . . , C k } � { ⋃ k 
i =1 C i } , thus { ⋃ k 

i =1 C i } → {C 1 , . . . , C k } . 
The merge rule implies that two or more coalitions join to form

 larger coalition, when operating altogether leads to a greater
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Algorithm 1: Distributed coalition formation algorithm. 

Data : Set of devices N 

Result : Coalition structure � f in 

Phase I – Neighbor discovery: 
• Each device discovers its neighboring devices and collects the required 

information. 
• Partition the network by �ini (N) = N = { p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p N } . 
• Set the current partition as �cur (N) = �ini (N) . 

Phase II – Coalition formation: 

Coalition formation using merge-and-split rules. 

repeat 

repeat 

• make merge decisions based on the merge rule. 
• If a merge operation is performed, then update the current 

partition �cur (N) . 

until no merge occurs ; 

repeat 

• make split decisions based on the split rule. 
• If a split operation is performed, then update the current 

partition �cur (N) . 

until no split occurs ; 

until neither merge nor split occur; 

Adaptation to the network topology changes (periodic process): Periodically, the 

algorithm is repeated to allow for the network architecture to adapt to 

environmental changes. 
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btained value than if the coalitions functioned separately. In con-

rast, the split rule implies that coalitions split into smaller coali-

ions if this has a positive effect on the total value. As a result, the

ame is implemented by each individual device in a distributed

ashion, as summarized in Algorithm (1) . 

Specifically, starting from an initial partition �ini (N) = N =
 p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p N } , each device iteratively applies the merge and split

ules considering any pair of coalitions in the partition. In partic-

lar, the merge process stops when no couple of coalitions exists

n the current partition �cur ( N ) that can be merged. Further, the

plit rule is applied to every coalition in the partition by updating
cur ( N ) if a split is applied. When no split occurs, the algorithm

onsiders the merge function again. Our proposed algorithm ter-

inates when no merge or split has occurred at the last iteration.

n this case, the final resulting partition �fin ( N ) will be adopted. It

an be proved that the final partition established by the proposed

erge and split algorithm is stable , which corresponds to the equi-

ibrium state in which players do not have incentives to leave the

ormed coalitions [24] . Moreover, the network structure is adapted

o the environmental changes (e.g., due to mobility) by periodically

epeating the solution computation. In particular, the update pe-

iod should be chosen depending on how rapidly the said condi-

ions change and has to be equal across all the involved devices. 

. Information security considerations 

.1. Securing D2D communication 

In modern cellular networks, the central control infrastruc-

ure that orchestrates the associated wireless devices is typically

ssumed to be always available. Consequently, given its reliable

nd ubiquitous presence, cellular network is often chosen to serve

s a trusted authority for security purposes. In proximity-based

2D communication with continuous cellular connectivity, the cel-

ular BS may be made responsible for managing security func-

ions within its network, and most of the corresponding operations

an thus be handled over the Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) [25] .

he main properties of such a system are: (i) network architecture

hould be based on the PKI; (ii) user should be able to change its

KI-based key easily; (iii) encrypted data should contain informa-
ion on the session data key for all the authorized users. On the

ther hand, for wireless architectures not relying on pre-existing

nfrastructure, communication and security functions can be dis-

ributed across users [26,27] . 

Although the D2D system operation may, at first glance, appear

imilar to that of ad hoc networks, there is one key difference al-

owing for relaxation of numerous restrictive assumptions related

o “pure” ad hoc topologies. In case of cellular-assisted D2D con-

ectivity, all the communicating devices are also associated with

he cellular BS, at least for some time. The BS thus facilitates

he distribution of initial security-related information (master keys,

ertificates, etc.). Hence, classical decentralized security-centric so-

utions (for e.g., sensor networks) may be significantly augmented

n the D2D scenarios by utilizing the possibility to (occasionally)

ccess the trusted cellular infrastructure. 

When designing our security solution, we assume that the cel-

ular network coverage is imperfect and sometimes users can face

ituations of unreliable cellular connectivity due to natural ob-

tacles, tunnels, disruptions, or other issues. However, while us-

ng proximity-based services, such as games, file sharing, and data

xchange, the users are assumed to have continuous support for

hose applications over a secure channel. In order to understand

hat kind of new functionality is needed for the discussed secu-

ity procedures, consider the connectivity cases demonstrated in

ig. 2 in more detail. All of the possible scenarios that may appear

n a network-assisted D2D system can in principle be reduced to

he four cases discussed below. 

• Case 1. Here, users A and B grouped together have already es-

ablished their own secure group (i.e., coalition ) based on their area

f interest and are using the cellular connection to the operator’s

etwork, the application server, and the PKI. The coalition secret

as already been generated at the server side, and the users have

ll received the corresponding credentials and certificates of each

ther—they remain connected to the cellular network that orches-

rates their data exchange. As a result, the data flows are running

ver cellular links due to the absence of proximity between the

evices. 

• Case 2. Here, we focus on another set of devices consisting

f C and D , as well as E that all have already established a coali-

ion. Then, a heavy data flow may be running on the direct link be-

ween the devices that does not affect the cellular network capac-

ty. All the needed information security procedures for the coali-

ion establishment and key exchange are performed similarly to

ase 1 . 

• Case 3. In this case, the coalition does not have an active con-

ection to the cellular network. Hence, all the required key gen-

ration and distribution procedures are conducted over the direct

2D connections, by contrast to the previous cases. These proce-

ures require higher involvement of the participating devices. The

oalition secret is kept unchanged until the tagged group of the

evices regains cellular network connectivity. 

• Case 4. In this case, the users are neither in the cellular cover-

ge nor have a possibility to communicate directly. As a result, no

ecurity algorithm needs to be executed and users are waiting for

he cellular coverage or direct connection to (re)appear. 

.2. Proposed information security procedures 

For the purposes of our security protocol, we assume that the

ellular network is a trusted authority (TA) that is responsible for

he root certificate generation and validation. Moreover, cellular

perators are assumed to be responsible for security, anonymity,

nd privacy aspects of their users. Each user device thus obtains

ts own certificate signed by TA as soon as it connects to the

ellular network for the first time. This step is required to en-

ure the validity of other users and prevent from the subsequent
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person-in-the-middle types of attacks on the direct link. We clas-

sify users based on their cellular connection availability as well as

the fact of their association to a certain secure group: a light de-

vice has an active, reliable cellular connection; a dark device does

not have a reliable cellular connection, but used to have it in the

past; a blank device is the one willing to join the coalition for the

first time. In what follows, we address the crucial procedures of

coalition initialization and formation. 

The procedure of coalition initialization may only be executed

when connected to the TA, i.e., having a reliable cellular connec-

tion. Accordingly, when the ith user receives its initial certificate

( PK i ) signed by the root certificate ( PK TA , N TA ) and is supplied with

a unique device identifier, the corresponding secret ( SK i ) is gener-

ated on the user side. If a group of light users is willing to cre-

ate/initialize a coalition, one of the devices is sending a request

to the TA over its cellular link. The request contains the set of

device identifiers to be grouped. When the request is processed,

a unicast polling procedure is initialed, that is, all of the devices

are contacted as to whether they would like to join the coalition.

Then, cellular network proceeds with the initial setup of the coali-

tion based on the received responses and according to classical PKI

mechanisms. For each initialized secure group, its own coalition

certificate ( PK c , PK TA ) is generated with the corresponding signa-

ture by each device’s certificate in the group ( PK i , PK c ). After these

initial steps, secure direct communication becomes possible over

any IP-ready network. However, the above coalition establishment

procedure may only be executed when all of the devices have reli-

able cellular connectivity due to the protocol constraints. 

After a secure coalition has been established, users need not

rely on continuous cellular connectivity and may communicate di-

rectly over a secure channel even if the cellular link becomes un-

available. However, this type of connectivity can be significantly

augmented by offering a possibility to include new users and ex-

clude existing ones from the tagged coalition. Such scenarios may

appear in both considered cases: (i) when all the users are light

— they have cellular connectivity and (ii) when at least one user

is dark — does not have a reliable cellular connection. These cases

correspond to two distinct network operation modes (namely, in-

frastructure and ad hoc), and the respective security enablers for
 p  

Fig. 3. Protocol operation in case of
oth of them need to be different. The information security proce-

ures for these two scenarios are described as follows. 

• Reliable cellular connectivity. First, we describe how the ini-

ialization of the coalition is performed. All of the devices have

 pre-generated set of parameters after their initial network en-

ry: (i) own secret SK i , (ii) own certificate signed by the TA cer-

ificate PK i , PK TA , and (iii) own unique identifier ID i . Further, after

he TA polls the involved devices and receives a list of users to

e grouped, it generates a polynomial f (x ) = a k −1 x 
k −1 + a k −2 x 

k −2 +
.. + a 1 x + SK c , f (∅ ) = SK c , where k is a threshold value calculated

ased on the number of devices in the planned coalition, x i is

he device identifier, and a i is the corresponding device coefficient.

herefore, the RSA-like certificate component for the j th device

s calculated as cert j = P K i 
f (∅ ) 

mod N c , where P K i is generated by

he device, f ( ∅ ) is the coalition secret, and N c is generated at the

oalition initialization stage as well. Finally, all the certificates are

istributed to the devices, and the algorithm proceeds to the phase

f direct communication. The above procedure is managed by the

A, whereas the process is illustrated in Fig. 3 . 

• Unreliable cellular connectivity. Focusing on the worst-case

cenario, when none of the devices have an active cellular con-

ection, the users should rely only on the coalition itself when

dmitting an additional user. To solve this issue, we employ a ded-

cated parameter included into the coalition certificate PK c , which

s a threshold value of k that characterizes the number of devices

n coalition needed to collectively allow for a new device to join

n. The value of k is first set at the coalition initialization stage

nd may then be altered based on the number of involved devices

 . Originally, for each coalition, the TA generates a Lagrange poly-

omial sequence with k coefficients and a coalition secret share

K c is stored at the cellular network side. Note that for the consid-

red ad hoc scenario, a modification of the polynomial and its as-

ociated secret is not possible. Therefore, a group of devices form-

ng the existing coalition should convene together and reconstruct

K c (without disclosing it) in order to admit the new device, as

emonstrated in Fig. 4 . Clearly, the same procedure executed with-

ut cellular network assistance would cause users to exchange ex-

essive amounts of signaling messages in addition to running com-

utationally intensive information security primitives. On the other
 reliable cellular connectivity. 
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Fig. 4. Protocol operation in case of unreliable cellular connectivity. 
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and, with our proposed procedure, secure direct connectivity en-

oys higher flexibility and has lower overhead. 

. System-level performance evaluation 

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed

ramework. First, recalling the structure of the discussed frame-

ork as a combination of the game theoretic clusterization and the

nformation security procedures, we assess their individual opera-

ion in Subsections 5.1 and 5.3 , respectively. Complexity-related as-

ects are discussed in Subsection 5.2 . Then, in Subsection 5.4 , we

mploy our large-scale system-level simulator to yield numerical

onclusions on the operation of the complete system. 

.1. Analyzing our game theoretic approach 

We implement our game theoretic mechanisms in MATLAB and

efine a square network area of [100, 100]m with a varying num-

er of users that are uniformly distributed within this area. In par-

icular, the number of users varies from 2 to 20 and their prox-

mity to each other is characterized by a parameter named d i , j ,

hich is equal to “1” when a generic user i is in proximity to

 generic user j , and “0” otherwise. In particular, the maximum

uitable range for a D2D transmission is set to 30m. In this net-

ork, all the users are involved into social relationships among
ach other and the level of “friendship” between a generic user

 and a generic user j is characterized with the social contact value

 i , j . In addition, the social contact value between a generic user

 with him-/herself (i.e., s i , i ) represents the willingness to acquire

he desired content via the cellular link. In our considered scenario,

he strength of the social relationships among users is modeled

ccording to a uniform distribution in the range [0, 1]. Generally,

 corresponds to two unfamiliar users (e.g., have never met each

ther) and 1 is the maximum achievable value for the social prox-

mity. 

Fig. 5 (a) shows the value of the utility function introduced in

ection 3 , when the devices are clustered with the proposed game

heoretic cooperative mechanism as compared against a random

lusterization. As we can notice, the average utility function per

ser increases linearly with the number of users. In particular, co-

perative clustering achieves a gain of up to 45% (maximum is at-

ained at 12 users) in contrast to the random clustering. This is

xplained by the fact that, as the number of users increases, the

robability to identify a suitable candidate to form a coalition with

rows. 

.2. Complexity analysis 

Finding the optimal partition requires iterating over all the

ossible partitions in a given set of users (in our case, in the
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Fig. 5. Average user utility varying the number of UEs and Levy Flight model example. 
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range [2, 20]), which is not feasible, as it is an NP-complete prob-

lem [23] . Indeed, the number of possible partitions typically grows

exponentially with the overall number of users and is character-

ized by the Bell number [22] . In the reference problem, however,

not all coalitions are feasible and these can be excluded from the

search space reducing the overall complexity. In particular, when-

ever the distance between two users does not allow for a D2D link

to be formed (i.e., d i, j = 0 in Eq. (1) ), the corresponding coalition

can be excluded from the search space (for more details on this

please refer to the constrained coalition formation game in [28] ).

Given the search space for our problem at hand, the game theo-

retic coalition formation algorithm allows to reduce the complex-

ity. In fact, the complexity of a single mechanism iteration for the

proposed game theoretic scheme is defined by the number of it-

erations performed by the merge and split attempts multiplied by

the complexity of the utility function described in (2) . In particu-

lar, starting from the initial partition with e.g., m coalitions, in the

worst case the first merge step occurs after m (m − 1) / 2 attempts,

while the second one requires (m − 1)(m − 2) / 2 attempts, etc. As a

result, in the worst case the number of merge attempts is in O ( m 

3 ).

However, in practice the merge operation requires a significantly

lower number of attempts as once the two coalitions are merged

the mechanism will not proceed further in the m possible coali-

tions space. 

For the splitting operation, this can imply finding all the possi-

ble partitions of size 2 for each coalition S in the current network

partition. Therefore, the split operation is restricted by the number

of users inside the coalition S and not by the total number of pos-

sible coalitions m . Implicitly, the split operation is limited to the

already formed coalitions (after the merge process has been per-

formed), which generally do not represent the grand coalition (i.e.,

a single coalition formed by all the users). Moreover, the complex-

ity is further reduced in a practical setting where it is not required

to go through all the split forms. As soon as a coalition finds a split

form, the user equipments (UEs) in this coalition will split, and the

search for further split forms will not be required. 

To provide a quantitative analysis of the computational com-

plexity for the proposed cluster formation approach in Table 1 ,

we report information on the obtained numerical results for a

test case with different numbers of users in the network. Given

the D2D link coverage constraints and the corresponding possible

coalitions to form in the network, we offer the number of itera-

tions, the coalition size, and the search space size for the proposed

game theoretic vs. the exhaustive search solutions. As one can no-

tice, in the worst situation (i.e., 20 users) the actual partitions are
60 compared to 5 · 10 13 available partitions reached with the ex-

austive search. Note that a reduced number of operations also

eans a lower execution time. 

.3. Analyzing our information security procedures 

In this subsection, we discuss the critical components of the

roposed information security framework. Recall that even though

ur secure group initialization can only be performed under cel-

ular network coverage, the users in the existing coalition can in-

lude/exclude other users in two different ways, depending on the

vailability of the cellular link. These examples are discussed in de-

ail further on. 

One of the important aspects of the proposed security-centric

ramework is the performance of the coalition joining procedure.

e differentiate between D2D built over WiFi-Direct and LTE-

irect technologies. The delay when joining the coalition over LTE-

irect, as we use unicast methods for user request processing, that

s, all of the polled devices have to reply, is given by: 

 = L U→ BS + nL BS→ U + nL U→ BS + L (t f (x ) ) + (n + 1) L U→ BS , (4)

here n is the number of devices in a coalition, L U → BS is the time

eeded to send a message from a cellular user to the cellular BS,

 BS → U is the time needed to receive a response from the BS, L ( t f ( x ) )

s the time to generate the polynomial sequence, certificates, and

eys by the cellular network. 

Similarly, for WiFi-Direct based D2D implementation we

ave: 

 = 3 W U j + 2 nW U i + W (t p ) + k (W U i + t s + t r ) + t r 

+ k (W U i + t −r ) + t −r , (5)

here k is a threshold value equal to the number of users needed

o include/exclude another one, W U j 
is the time needed to com-

unicate between a coalition and a new user, W U i 
is the time for

ommunication between two users inside the coalition, W ( t p ) is

he time to complete all the protocol execution steps, t s is the time

o generate a share on the user side, as well as t r and t −r are the

imes to add and remove cryptographic “salts”. 

To evaluate the operation of our information security frame-

ork, we have performed tests in a real-life environment. For the

erver side, we employed the CentOs virtual machine [29] with

wo virtual processors Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU X5472 both running

.00 GHz, 6 MB cache size. As a mobile device, we have chosen

 Jolla smartphone [30] running Sailfish OS with Qualcomm Snap-

ragon 400 1.4 GHz dual-core processor (8930AA). The comparison
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Table 1 

Numerical results for the cluster formation solution. 

Users Coalition size # of iterations Game theory Exhaustive search 

[# UEs ] [search space size] [search space size] 

2 2 1 2 2 

4 2 3 6 15 

6 2 4 8 2 · 10 2 

8 3 5 25 4 · 10 3 

10 3 5 25 1 · 10 5 

12 4 5 75 4 · 10 6 

14 4 5 75 1 · 10 8 

16 5 5 260 1 · 10 10 

18 5 5 260 6 · 10 11 

20 5 5 260 5 · 10 13 

Table 2 

Security primitives: execution time. 

Primitive Server, μs Mobile device, μs 

RSA 512 public key 7.28 109.32 

RSA 512 private key 99.95 1157.80 

RSA 1024 public key 19.57 305.81 

RSA 1024 private key 352.38 5991.61 

RSA 2048 public key 66.83 953.56 

RSA 2048 private key 2158.89 35987 

Random variable generation 7.23 24.95 
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Table 3 

The main simulation parameters. 

Parameter Value 

Cell radius 100 m 

Maximum D2D range 30 m 

# of users 20 

Target data rate on LTE link 10 Mbps 

Target data rate on D2D link 40 Mbps 

eNodeB Tx power 46 dBm 

UE Tx power 23 dBm 

D2D link setup 1 s 

Cellular bandwidth 5 MHz 

Mobility model Levy Flight 

Simulation time 15 min 

Number of simulation runs 300 
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f the experimental results for the RSA algorithm using OpenSSL

31] is summarized in Table 2 . We confirm that the larger the

ey is, the longer it takes to compute the primitives. The results

btained with a more powerful server-side processor are approxi-

ately 10 times better than those obtained on the user side, as it

s shown in Table 2 . In this study, we use standard software library

vailable on most of the mobile devices, implying that the results

an be improved by utilizing specialized lightweight cryptography

nd hardware on-chip solutions. 

.4. Selected simulation results 

To evaluate the performance of the proposed information secu-

ity approach summarized in Section 4 , a simulation-based cam-

aign has been conducted using the WINTERsim tool available

n [32] . The reference scenario consists of a 3GPP LTE BS (termed

NodeB) with the radius of 100m, where users are uniformly dis-

ributed within its coverage in the range [10, 100]. The movements

f the users are characterized by a Levy Flight mobility model with

n α-value equal to 1.5 and the user speed varying in the range

0.2, 2.0]m/s. An example of user mobility pattern is illustrated in

ig. 5 (b). The reason for choosing the Levy Flight mobility model is

ecause recent investigations reveal that movement of people may

ollow characteristic patterns, where numerous short runs are in-

erchanged with occasional long-distance travels [33–35] . The pa-

ameter α allows adjusting the form of the step-size distributions. 

Importantly, in our reference scenario the connection between

he smartphone and the devices within the personal user cloud

s assumed to be trusted and stable. In particular, with our

imulation-based evaluation the focus is on the smartphone which

epresents a bottleneck for providing stable and secure communi-

ation to the entire personal cloud (wearables). Indeed, whenever

he cellular connection becomes unavailable (unreliable), the pro-

osed solution is able to offer a connection also to the device that

s not under network coverage when in proximity to another de-

ice. 

The simulation environment thus translates into a typical

edestrian scenario, as standardized in the 3GPP specification TS

6.304 (see Section 5.2.4.3 therein). In addition, the multimedia
raffic within the considered scenario is modeled after a video

ownload application with relatively long inter-arrival time and

he packet size of 100MB. The main system parameters are sum-

arized in Table 3 . The two performance metrics that we focus

n are: user latency , that is, the end-to-end delay to download the

ultimedia content, the average user relevant throughput , that is,

he throughput achieved by the UE when it downloads the desired

ontent either over the LTE or the WiFi-Direct link, and the block-

ng probability , that is, the number of interruptions experienced by

he user during a download session. We compare the conventional

etwork operation against the security-centric approach outlined

n Section 4 . 

First, consider the effects of user mobility on the average la-

ency in the proposed framework (see Fig. 6 (a) and Fig. 7 (a)). As

e can observe, the latency decreases linearly with the grow-

ng intensity of mobility either by varying the number of users

r the mobility intensity. The reason is that the increase in the

ser speed translates into higher number of contacts among them.

his way, users can download the content over the WiFi-Direct

ink with higher data rates. However, the conventional security ap-

roach performs better compared to the proposed solution. This

s due to the fact that our security scheme introduces an addi-

ional delay when users are in proximity (can establish a direct

2D connection), but not under the network coverage, i.e., Case

 in Fig. 2 . This effect is particularly visible when the number of

sers is high (i.e., 100), because the opportunities to establish di-

ect connections become more abundant. However, the advantage

f using our approach is in that, generally, conventional systems

re unable to provide any type of secure connectivity when there

s a lack of cellular coverage. 

The average throughput experienced by the users as a func-

ion of the number of UEs and their mobility intensity is shown

n Fig. 6 (b) and Fig. 7 (b). It is important to note that the pro-

osed security algorithm demonstrates better performance com-

ared to the conventional solution. The reason is that our approach
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Fig. 6. Latency and throughput for varying numbers of UEs (speed is 1 m/s). 

Fig. 7. Latency and throughput for varying UE speeds (number of UEs is 100). 

Fig. 8. Blocking probability. 
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delivers connectivity to users that are in a D2D transmission range,

but not under cellular coverage, Case 3 in Fig. 2 . In this case, the

extra throughput is obtained at a cost of additional delay to estab-

lish a direct D2D connection and execute all the needed security

procedures. The amount of the additional delay is due to execu-

tion of the security primitives that have to be run among the D2D

users as reported in Table 2 . 

Finally, the blocking probability as a function of the number of

interrupted download sessions experienced by the users is sum-

marized in Fig. 8 (a) and Fig. 8 (b). As we learn from the plots, the

proposed security approach performs better compared to the con-

ventional security solution. The explanation is again in that the
 o  
roposed framework is able to guarantee connectivity even if the

sers are not within network coverage (i.e., Case 3 in Fig. 2 ). As

 consequence, at the cost of extra delay, the users enjoy longer

ownload sessions and increase their chances to obtain the desired

ultimedia content. 

. Concluding remarks 

In this paper, we discussed a security framework for proximity

ervices in order to provide additional coverage for users that are

acing intermittent cellular connectivity. We exploited a game the-

retical framework (i.e., in terms of the cluster formation), where
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ocial relationships among users and the effects of cellular trans-

issions are considered explicitly. 

In the reference scenario, we studied the case of the cellular BS

roviding partial coverage and helping disseminate certain content

hat has to be distributed among all the active users. In such a sit-

ation, the cluster formation game is utilized for the user cluster-

ng by employing either social or spatial proximity, whereas the

nformation security procedures take advantage of the obtained

roup configuration to exchange the data in a protected way. 

The obtained results indicated that, even though the amount

f signaling messages was slightly increased, the proposed secu-

ity framework was able to deliver connectivity to those users that

ere outside the cellular network coverage, and consequently did

ot have a reliable connection to the cellular infrastructure. As a

esult, we can assert that the consideration of both network ge-

metry and social metrics enables dissemination of information to

arger numbers of users with higher throughput, but at the cost of

ome additional delay due to extra signaling messages exchanged

ocally within each cluster. 

In summary, we conclude that the proposed framework based

n spatial and social notions of proximity significantly improves

any performance metrics of interest in characteristic cellular-

ssisted D2D scenarios, where users exchange traffic generated by

heir wearable devices while utilizing smartphones as data aggre-

ators. Our modeling approach may thus become useful as a refer-

nce point for further research in this field. 
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